Email Service Disclosure
The Michael S. Jenkins daily email service attempts to notify clients via email with
important intra-day updates on the trading opportunities in the market. Most of these
emails will be charts of the S&P or S&P futures but sometimes Bonds or individual
stocks. They basically consist of my personal computer charts marked up with various
techniques like my circular arcs, trendline square outs, mirror image foldbacks, TCB’s or
JNRLs with notations as what is most likely to happen for the next several hours to a few
days. I send one, first thing in the morning and update as things develop. On a busy day
with lots of twists and turns I may send six emails but on a dull flat day perhaps only one
is necessary. Understand that the $500 per month fee is not some kind of per item rate but
a general monthly retainer for my services and depending on market conditions you may
receive all kinds of charts and early warnings of arbitrage programs, or chart breakouts,
but at other times there could be a few days with very little activity. There will also be
times when I just can’t be in the office for a day or two but will try and do an after hours
update to keep you in sync with my thinking. It’s also not impossible for internet service
to go down (!!!) If I miss an unusual amount of time away from the office I will extend
your monthly subscription date with the extra days without cost to you. Payment is
expected at the beginning of your service and the date I receive your payment will be
considered the start of the next 30-31 day subscription (monthly). You can start at any
time and end at any end of your 30-31 day subscription. I won’t refund unused funds
except in your very first month if you decide it definitely is not for you, than I will give a
pro rata refund for the unused part of the 30 day month after you notify me of your desire
to cancel in the first month. Each month you won’t have to notify me of any changes as I
will just take you off the email list if I don’t receive your payment for the next monthly
period since I will usually be too busy to bill each person for his or her separate
subscription dated service. You can pay by check or use www.Paypal.com and ‘send the
money’ to my email of mjenkins@stockcyclesforecast.com Please keep in mind that I
am very busy in my business and often get 100 or more emails for other related things
and I can’t respond to numerous emails about these daily emails I send out. They are not
meant to be a student / teacher back and forth on each one but just a notification service
as to what I am thinking. I will be happy to clarify occasional issues for you but please
don’t inundate me with two or three emails of your own each day.
This kind of service does have some inherent conflicts of interest in that I am a
professional trader and trade my own account as well as others at times and many stocks I
recommend are the ones I frequently trade and I may have positions either in the same
direction or even the opposite position from what a daily email might imply. For instance
I could have a long term short on an issue but see a short term three day dramatic rally
coming and in one account may be short and another long for the differing objectives. I
will make every effort not to promote nor benefit my positions with any
recommendations I may make but it is entirely possible that I may own a stock for a few
days and suddenly see a major change taking place and rather than be prohibited from
telling you about it I could recommend it. I will make every attempt to wait before
buying or selling for myself an issue recommended, to within a reasonable amount of
time after you have received the email.

Day trading consists of frequent reversals in direction and trend and it is also up to
you to have enough knowledge about trading to execute your own trades and use your
own stops. Just because I send you an email it doesn’t mean you have to execute that
minute but it only is meant to inform you of a possible trading situation you may want to
study and make up your own mind. Many people just like to review the emails to see if I
am diverging dramatically from their own strategies for the day. Remember the most
basic advice in trading is to trade only at your own prices and times and resistance or
support levels and don’t just jump in or out without reason. These emails are meant to get
you thinking about where during the day you might want to consider doing that.
Please acknowledge that you have read this disclosure by sending me a return email
stating that “I have read the email disclosure and would like to participate” or something
to that effect. Use the email address you want me to send the daily emails to.
Below are a few representative emails from the past so you can see approximately what
you will be getting. I may change this format at any time to improve it or better serve
your needs. Also you can send me a list of stocks you frequently follow (please keep to
50 or less) and I will make an effort to include them in my ‘black box’ database that
generates my proprietary buys and sells and I will notify you when they pop up for
activity.

Above buy recommendation on ‘upside down and backwards’ pattern at top.

List of expected cycle turns for indicated stocks that week

The above are only a few samples of the different formats I send and accompanying these
pictures will be a paragraph of what I think is the general direction and possible hourly
and minute times for the expected reversals and stop out points.
When you reply to me please use the email address you would like me to send these daily
emails to. Also remember that many of this stuff can be proprietary so please don’t
forward them around to other traders.

Michael S. Jenkins

